View Generalization for Single Image Textured 3D Models
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Figure 1: Given a single 2D image input, we infer high quality textured 3D models – a triangular mesh and a texture map,
which can then be used to render novel views. Our inferred models compare well with the source image when rendered from
that view. More important, our method displays good view generalization – new views of an inferred model look like real
pictures of that object.

Abstract
Humans can easily infer the underlying 3D geometry and
texture of an object only from a single 2D image. Current
computer vision methods can do this, too, but suffer from
view generalization problems – the models inferred tend to
make poor predictions of appearance in novel views. As
for generalization problems in machine learning, the difficulty is balancing single-view accuracy (cf. training error;
bias) with novel view accuracy (cf. test error; variance).
We describe a class of models whose geometric rigidity
is easily controlled to manage this tradeoff. We describe
a cycle consistency loss that improves view generalization
(roughly, a model from a generated view should predict the
original view well). View generalization of textures requires
that models share texture information, so a car seen from
the back still has headlights because other cars have headlights. We describe a cycle consistency loss that encourages
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model textures to be aligned, so as to encourage sharing.
We compare our method against the state-of-the-art method
and show both qualitative and quantitative improvements.

1. Introduction
People can easily infer the 3D geometry and texture of
an object from a single 2D image. Likely, we can reason
about the shape and the appearance of an object seen from
only a single view because we have seen many objects from
many views. Experience enables us to infer a reasonable
estimate of shape and appearance of a novel object from a
familiar category, even though there is within category variation. Current algorithms can recover 3D shape and texture
from a single image, but suffer from severe view generalization problems: the recovered representation, viewed in a
new camera, tends to look unrealistic. Either the inferred
3D mesh is squashed when viewed from other viewpoints
[16, 4] or the inferred texture are muddled [16], and also
not sharp enough with missing details [4]. For a faithful re16081
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Figure 2: Controllable Deformation. Our approach is built upon a 2D convolutional deformation where one can easy control
the extent of deformation by changing degrees of deformation (DOD) or spatial resolution of our predicted 2D deformation
map. A higher DOD generally yields a more flexible model (eg the beak of the gull), with better fit to the source view but the
possibility of view generalization problems (eg gull’s eye in 1024). We report results for a fixed DOD, but note that specific
instances might perform better at different DOD’s – an artist might choose the best DOD for a particular source image.
covery of 3D models, current state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods rely on a finely curated multi-view datasets or use of
synthetic images [3, 6] which do not translate well to real
image domains. Therefore, in this work, we focus on inferring realistic textured 3D models – meshes and texture
maps; from a collection of single-view real images and by
using only available 2D supervision. We not only synthesize superior results from the original image view but also
our synthesis generalizes across views with a coherent geometry and convincing texture prediction (Fig.1).
Good view generalization requires a geometric deformation model that can balance bias (source view) and variance
(novel views). A highly flexible model may fit the original
image well, but look bad from other directions; too rigid a
model may generalize moderately well, but not fit the original image. Furthermore, good view generalization requires
texture models that can share details across instances as appropriate: the way to know that this car has (say) headlights,
even though they are not visible in the original view, is to
know that all cars have headlights, and borrow headlights
from some other model.
Our geometric model uses a controllable convolutional
deformation approach that predicts a single UV deformation map over a spherical surface. This allows us to control
the extent of deformation by varying the predicted spatial
map resolution. The convolutional deformation is previously proposed by [32], here we use it for controllability by
changing the degrees of deformation 3( Fig. 2). Our texture
model is, again, on a single UV map, allowing us to use cycle consistency losses to share texture features. Our geometry and texture models are controlled with two consistency
losses: i) Rotation GAN cycle consistency to deal with deformation from canonical views, encouraging their appear-

ance and shape to be realistic as the original view images.
ii) Texture mesh alignment consistency loss that shares appearance information across images providing strong spatial cues for inferring occluded texture.
Our experiments show that our framework built upon
these philosophies and principles strongly improves the
overall fidelity of synthesized textured 3D models (Fig. 1).
We show that our framework allows us to control the flexibility of our deformation that is specifically useful for deforming non-rigid object categories like birds where different images undergo different degrees of deformation
(Fig. 2). We also show that leveraging a few handfuls of
multiple mesh templates instead of a single mesh template
can improve overall recovered 3D inference quality without
requiring the need of finely curated multi-view dataset.
Current SOTA methods are evaluated on intersection
over union (IoU) compared to the ground truth mask from
the original view. But a good mIoU from the original view
may generate meshes that look poor from other views. The
evaluation misses the point of 3D models - they are intended
to predict appearance from new viewpoints. We evaluate
mIoU for comparison, but evaluate view generalization by
comparing multiple renderings from novel viewpoints with
real images of real objects (using Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) scores [12]). We also conduct user studies comparing our inferred 3D models with the baseline methods.
In summary, our main contributions are:
• A controllable convolutional deformation approach for
better recovery of 3D geometry of the objects.
• Two novel cycle consistency losses that strongly improves overall inferred textured 3D models.
• High-fidelity textured 3D model synthesis from a single
image both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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2. Related Work
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). Recently
GAN [10] based models have achieved realistic image synthesis on various objects [18, 43, 19]. However, for this
technology to be used in gaming, simulators, and virtual applications, they need to be fully controllable. Recent work
controls image generation by conditioning output on different type of inputs such as natural and synthetic images
[17, 48, 23, 44, 7, 28], landmarks [27, 39, 8], and semantic maps [14, 40, 31]. Among these methods, [27, 8, 15]
disentangle images into pose and appearance in an unsupervised way, and show control over pose during inference.
However, since they do not disentangle images into their 3D
attributes, the control and manipulation over generated images are still limited. Other models [18, 43, 19] are shown
to learn an implicit 3D knowledge of objects without 3D supervision and the viewpoint of the synthesized object can be
manipulated by latent codes. InfoGAN [5] and β-VAE [13]
are proposed to learn interpretable disentangled features in
an unsupervised manner. However, there is no clear factorization between 3D object models and object appearance.
HoloGAN [30] for more explicit disentanglement, additionally incorporates a 3D rigid-body transformation module and a 3D-to-2D projection module in the network, and
learns 3D voxel feature representations of the world. It provides the ability to control the pose of the generated objects
better, however, still lacks explicit physical 3D model.
Single Image Textured 3D Inference. Differentiable
renderers [26, 20, 24, 4, 33] enable inferring 3D properties from 2D images via gradient based optimization [16,
9, 22, 11]. However, inferring 3D shape, texture, camera parameters, and lighting from single 2D images is inherently ill-posed. To circumvent this problem, multiview image datasets have been used especially on synthetic
datasets [3, 37, 36]. Multi-view images are not available
for many datasets, and learning multi-view consistent shape
and texture predictions from single image datasets is an important research area. In that spirit, [32] is similar to our
work where GAN training is utilized to discriminate invisible and visible patches from mesh and texture predictions, enforcing the network to generate consistent predictions among visible and invisible areas. In [32], a two step
training pipeline is proposed; first texture and mesh networks are trained via a reconstruction loss to predict visible
regions and second these networks are trained from scratch
with GAN loss such that invisible and visible areas look
unrecognizable. The final networks do not encode 3D attributes from images but instead generate them from Gaussian noise which makes it not comparable to ours.
Cycle Consistency. Cycle Consistency enforces that
transforms along the cycles are close to the identity function. It has been used on various computer vision tasks from
image translation [48, 1], video interpolation [34, 25] to op-

tical flow estimation [29] just to name a few. Similar to our
work, cycle consistency has been extensively used to disentangle image attributes such as pose and appearance disentanglement for person re-identification problem [47, 45],
for cross identity motion transfer for arbitrary objects [15],
shape and pose disentanglement for 3D meshes [47], and
learn textures from 2.5D skecteches [49]. A rotation consistency [46] loss has been used to train pix2pixHD [40],
a 2D image-to-image translation method for rotating faces.
That work takes advantage of 3D face modeling by using
off-the shelf 3D-fitting network [50], and renders images in
novel views with missing textures. Pix2pixHD is trained to
inpaint missing parts in the images. In our work, we use
cycle consistency among rotations of the same object and
texture mesh alignment between two different objects when
training encoders for 3D geomerty and texture predictions.

3. Approach
First, we start with introducing the overall pipeline as
given in Fig. 3, and then introduce the cycle consistency
losses which provide a strong supervision signal for parts
that are not visible from the original view.

3.1. Controllable Convolutional Deformation
We follow a similar encoder-decoder architecture from
Chen et al. [4] that encodes images into 3D geometry and
decodes textures, and then both are fed into a differentiable
renderer to reconstruct input images with image-view camera parameters as shown in Fig. 3. We use DIB-R [4] as our
differentiable renderer.
The key to infer strong 3D geometry is a detailed local
control of model complexity and mesh deformation. This
is crucial because we want the model to be flexible enough
for every image and rigid enough for realistic rendering of
novel views. Previous methods [16, 4] use a fully connected
linear layer to predict deformation of a template mesh. This
strategy has several disadvantages. First, each vertex is independently deformed. Second, there is no controllability
over deformation when using a linear layer; that is if they
need to be large (flexible) or small (rigid). Specially, for
non-rigid objects like birds, one needs to be sufficiently
flexible about the extent of deformation. Finally, these deformations are bound to a specific set of vertices of a template mesh and are difficult to re-sample for any new vertices (say learn deformation for low-poly mesh but synthesis a high-poly mesh at inference).
In contrast to previous methods, we use a spherical mapping to map our surface, as represented by a mesh to a
sphere [32]. Then our deformation is a representation on
the function of sphere directly with a fixed surface topology. We predict a single spatial deformation UV map for
this spherical representation using a convolutional architecture as shown in Fig. 3. We then sample deformation for
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Figure 3: Architecture overview. From a single input image, we learn to infer object’s 3D geometry (a mesh) and its texture
(an UV map). Our final geometry is learned by a weighted combination of object templates and refined by applying adequate
deformation to it. For the deformation, we follow a convolutional approach over a spherical representation mapped as an
UV map and sample final deformations of our predicted mesh template from this deformation map. We also learn camera
parameters with provided ground-truth, but during training we render the prediction with a known camera for the stability.
We use various losses that are based on 2D; an image loss between input image and the rendered prediction, a silhouette loss
between the object mask and prediction, and various other regularization and consistency losses described in Section 3.
each of the template’s vertex position from the predicted
UV deformation map. We show that this deformation allows us to better control deformation complexity as can be
seen from Fig. 2. For large deformation models, we predict a high-resolution spatial deformation map (32 × 32)
allowing models to be flexible enough. For small deformation, we predict a small-resolution deformation map (2 × 2
or 4 × 4) having a stronger constraint over deformation as
we deform only limited positions of the sphere. We refer
these controllability as degree of deformation (DOD). For
eg., DOD = 4 means our 2D deformation is of 2 × 2 spatial resolution. Since, the learned deformation is a function
of sphere and not the template we could then also easily
sample deformation for as many vertices without crippling
learning and computational efficiency. We leverage this and
infer 3D meshes with over 2500 vertices and 6000 faces and
are about 4× more dense than previous methods.
Mesh templates. In our overall architecture, we follow a
different approach than previous methods when learning geometry. We take advantage of provided 3D mesh templates
from datasets if available. Previous methods [16, 4] start
with mean templates and learn to deform it. We instead use
multiple templates provided by PASCAL3D+ dataset [42],
and a mean template for CUB dataset [41]. The network
learns w, the template weight, to choose one from n templates it needs to start with for an image. However, we do
not have any supervision for these templates, so we predict normalized weights (w) of each template (t) and take
their weighted sum as our predicted mesh template. We also
use a learnable scale-factor (s) for each of these templates

to adapt our templates to appropriate size. We then refine
this predicted mesh by sampling deformation of all vertices
(∆V ) using the convolutional UV P
deformation map. Our fin
nal refined mesh vertices are V = i=1 si ×wi ×Vit +∆V .
We show that making use of only a few additional
templates improves our textured 3D inference significantly
without requiring multi-view dataset. For pre-processing of
mesh templates, we use same procedure described in [21].
We use all meshes that are provided in PASCAL3D+ dataset
and ignore those templates that fails during the following
preprocessing steps. We first remove all interior triangles
and faces by simplifying mesh into voxels. Next, we convert these voxels into a mesh by running a marching cubes
algorithm. We then further simplify mesh by closing holes
and decimating mesh. Finally, we use spherical parameterization and map sphere to our simplified mesh.
Losses. Our base losses are same as DIB-R [4] and use
DIB-R as our strong baseline. We use L1 image reconstruction loss between the input image (I) and the rendered
image (Ir ) and also perceptual losses from Alexnet (Φ) at
different feature layers (j) between these images.
Lrecon = ||I − Ir ||1

(1)

Lpercp = ||Φj (I) − Φj (Ir )||2

(2)

For shapes, we use an IoU loss between the silhouette rendered (Sr ) and the silhouette (S) of the input object.
Lsil = 1 −

||S ⊙ Sr ||1
||S + Sr − S ⊙ Sr ||

(3)

Similar to [4, 24], we also regularize predicted mesh using
a smoothness loss and laplacian loss (Llap ) constraining
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neighboring mesh triangles to have similar normals. Chen
et al [4] uses camera as latent by not learning them and
using the ground truth cameras. Similar to [16], we learn
to predict camera pose using a simple L2 regression loss
(Lcam ) between ground truth and predictions that we get
from Resnet18 backbone as shown in our Fig. 3. We also
predict keypoints from the inferred mesh and apply L2 regression loss comparing to the ground truth key point annotations (LKP ). Finally, we regularize deformation to be
small and hence minimize overall deformation to be as close
to zero (Ldef orm = ||∆V ||). Following are our base losses:
Lbaseline = λr Lrecon + λp Lpercp + λs Lsil
(4)
+ λc Lcam + λkp LKP + λd Ldef orm + λlap Llap
Our λ coefficients are: λr = 20, λp = 0.5, λs = 5.0,
λc = 1, λkp = 50.0, λd = 2.5, λlap = 5.0.

3.2. Cycle-Consistency Losses
We want our learning problem to be set in such a way that
both texture and geometry information is shared across image collections efficiently while training and hence they can
be inferred accurately during run-time. Our use of multiple
templates largely improves over inferring geometry without extreme deformation of mesh triangles for views other
than what that can be observed. We also benefit significantly by introducing two novel cycle-consistency losses
such that both texture and geometry information are coherently shared across image collections.
Our first loss is a GAN based rotation cycle consistency
loss. We use GAN losses on rendered images from novels
views to be synthesized as real along with implicitly imposing a multi-view cycle consistency constraint (Fig. 4). Our
second loss is a texture-mesh alignment cycle consistency
loss. We use this to align texture to meshes irrespective of
their views and shapes (Fig. 5) and share information whenever possible. For example, the predicted headlights in texture map from one car image should be near about the same
place when predicted from another car image.
3.2.1

Rotation GAN Cycle Consistency

Single image 3D inference is an ill-posed problem. There is
no supervision from other views and hence gradients to update geometry and texture. [38, 24] control these effects by
imposing a multi-view consistency loss and renders multiple views given a single image on synthetic generated
Shapenet dataset [3]. However, this approach is not scalable
for real images as it is hard to collect multi-view images.
We impose multi-view consistency implicitly without requiring image-collections from multiple views. The cycle
based multi-view consistency is imposed as follows: say M
is a function which outputs 3D meshes given an input image, T is a texture network, and R is a differentiable renderer
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Figure 4: Rotation GAN Cycle Consistency. We extract
geometry and texture predictions from input images, and
render them from novel views. From those rendered images, we again predict geometry and texture but this time
render them with the original camera parameters. The final
images should match the input images. The rendered novel
views must also appear realistic to a discriminator and is
also trained with a generative loss.
function that generates the image. Given an image X1 and
its corresponding camera pose C1 , we first infer this image
into its geometric and texture representations, and render an
intermediate image from a novel camera view, C2 .
I1 = R(M(X1 ), T(X1 ), C2 )
Using this intermediate image, we infer back the geometry
and texture representations, and render back an image with
the original view camera pose, C1 .
′

X1 = R(M(I1 ), T(I1 ), C1 )
′

We apply a cycle consistency check between X1 and X1
using the reconstruction loss (Eq 1) and perceptual loss
(Eq 2). Additionally, we train a U-Net discriminator [35]
that can distinguish if the image is real or fake at global
level as well as individual pixels level. For fake images,
we use the novel view images, I1 , which provides gradient signals from the intermediate image. These losses implicitly impose multi-view consistency; GAN loss penalizes
if rendered novel views are not realistic for both the shape
and appearance, and the cycle consistency loss regularizes
the network to infer predictions for occluded regions consistent with the original view. This constraint significantly
improves our overall 3D synthesis.
3.2.2

Texture Mesh Alignment Cycle Consistency

Our goal is to not only synthesize accurate 3D shapes but
also realistic texture maps. However, since we train our
network only with single-view images, the network predicts
perfect texture and shape only for the same camera view, ignoring alignment of shapes and texture for novel views resulting in visible inconsistencies. We can view this as overfitting (biased) to the original view. Key to better novel view
texture synthesis is avoiding such overfitting by building a
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Figure 5: Texture Mesh Alignment Cycle Consistency enables texture representations to share when possible. We
extract geometry and texture from randomly paired images
and render novel images with swapped textures between
these samples, then swap again and compare to original images. This encourages the texture representation to store
details like (say) headlights in the same places, and so facilitates sharing textures across models.
robust prior over appearance, enabling sharing information
between images to recover realistic texture for positions that
are not visible from original view. We achieve this by texture mesh alignment cycle consistency (Fig. 5). Given two
images, X1 and X2 , and their corresponding camera poses
C1 and C2 , we infer their 3D mesh and textures. We then
swap textures to reconstruct two new intermediate images:
I1 = R(M(X1 ), T(X2 ), C1 )
I2 = R(M(X2 ), T(X1 ), C2 )
We now infer texture from these two new images and swap
textures back again to reconstruct the original images:
′
X1 = R(M(X1 ), T(I2 ), C1 )
′

X2 = R(M(X2 ), T(I1 ), C2 )
The final renderings should match the input images since
we swap textures back-and-forth. The intuition behind this
cycle constraint is to regularize the network from overspecializing to each example view (reduce bias). It also provides spatial cues for how the texture should behave to
novel views and occluded areas by extracting representations from sampled images during back-and-forth swapping. This strongly helps in recovering accurate and realistic textures across novel views (see last column in Fig. 6).

4. Experiments
In this section we describe our experimental evaluations.
Datasets. We primarily use Pascal 3D+ dataset [42] - Car
category for our evaluations. We also evaluate our method
for birds using CUBs [41] dataset. We use same train-test
split as that provided by DIB-R [4]. We use 7 templates
provided by Pascal3D+ dataset as our starting templates for
cars after post-processing as described in our Section 3. For
birds, we start with only a single template.

Baselines and Ablations. For our baselines, we mainly
compare our method against the previous SOTA, DIB-R [4].
We use their provided pretrained models for comparison.
For DIB-R baseline, note that we used ground truth camera
poses as they do not learn to infer camera poses. For all our
evaluations, we use inferred camera poses. Another change
from DIB-R is the use of reflection symmetry for both predicting geometry and texture maps. DIB-R does not use
symmetry for geometry as imposing this constraint hurts
their overall quality of inferences. We also perform ablation studies to verify the extent of improvements over using
multiple templates and single templates. The effectiveness
of convolution deformation over linear layer deformation
and also the role of our two cycle consistency losses.
Model Details. We show our model pipeline in Fig. 3. We
have two feature extractors: one from Resnet18 that is used
to predict camera poses and template weights (when using
over one template) and second for predicting deformation
and texture maps. We predict camera poses and template
weights using a single linear layer over Resnet18 features.
Our predicted mesh shape then for an image is a simple
weighted average over template vertices which we refine
later using the deformation predicted. For predicting deformation and texture maps, we use a U-Net architecture.
Our texture maps predicted are of 256 × 256 resolution.
For our evaluations, we use deformation with DOD = 4
or 2 × 2 spatial resolution for cars and DOD = 256 or
16 × 16 spatial resolution for birds. We sample deformation
using a bi-linear grid interpolation for our predicted mesh
by converting their world coordinates into UV coordinate
using a spherical mapping procedure to get our final refined
mesh. As we are not predicting deformation for each of the
mesh vertices and only predict a single spatial deformation
map, it allows us to sample deformation for many vertices
without crippling computational efficiency.
For our GAN training, we tried two variants. For both
these variants, we treated the rendered novel views as fake.
In one variant, we used input training images as real and
in the other rendered images from original view as real. We
observed strong improvement over shapes when using input
images as real and strong improvement in appearance when
using rendered same view images as real.
Evaluation. As there is no ground-truth 3D geometry and
texture maps to evaluate, we follow the same evaluation
protocol used in DIB-R and evaluate the mask/silhouette
projection accuracy. For view generalization, we report FID
scores by rendering images from multiple views from the
validation set and comparing them against the training data.
Finally, we perform user study to evaluate human preferences comparing our method against the baselines.
Results. We provide quantitative and qualitative results in
Fig. 6 and Table 1, respectively. From Fig. 6, DIB-R outputs a good prediction for the original view and achieves
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Figure 6: Textured 3D inference on Pascal3D+ cars [42]. We show renderings from 4 different views – the original view
and 3 other views by rotating the camera along the azimuth. We provide a comparison with DIB-R [4] and an ablation study
showing how each of our components improves overall textured 3D synthesis. DIB-R (second column) suffers from view
generalization – the shapes are incoherent and textures are incomplete for novel views. Our single (S) template baseline(third
column) using convolutional deformation improves overall shape but is not perfect. Using multiple (M) templates (fourth
column), significantly improves the overall geometry of our synthesis. Rotation GAN consistency (RotC; fifth column) losses
improve our shape further and also slightly improve texture. In the last column, adding our texture alignment consistency
(TexC) loss, we get a strong improvement in the overall texture synthesis. Note that DIB-R uses ground truth (GT) camera
for their renderings. The orange car in the bottom row has an erroneous GT camera and suffers from their view during final
rendering. Our method reliably produces a correct estimate of the camera, fixing the erroneous GT camera estimations.
a high 2D mIoU (see Table 1). However, their texture
and meshes do not generalize across views and results in
poor FID scores. Also, their camera is not learned and use
ground truth camera for their rendering. Our S (single template) baseline is like DIB-R except the convolutional architecture for the mesh prediction. Our M (multiple templates)
baseline improves the geometry considerably, however one
can see unrealistic texture completions for novel views. Our

M + RotC (Rotation GAN Cycle Consistency) improves the
shape, makes the texture sharper and partially improves the
texture predictions for novel views. Our final model with
texture alignment consistency (TexC) improves our texture
synthesis significantly. In the first row of Fig 6, our final
model outputs a realistic front view while others cannot.
The realism of our synthesis is also evident from a strong
improvement in FID scores (last two rows in Table 1.
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For evaluating view generalization, we also conducted
a user study on the test set for cars on 220 images. We
provide users with input images and predictions rotated in
360◦ , along the azimuth, in GIF format so they can see the
inconsistencies in the shape and texture easily. We ask users
to select 3D models that have i) a more realistic texture,
ii) a more realistic shape, and iii) overall a better 3D texture synthesis. Both our proposed losses and the convolutional framework significantly outperforms previous methods (see Table 2). Users preferred our method as opposed
to DIB-R 59.1% of the time (50% is tie), and as opposed to
our baseline without cycle consistency losses 53.54% of the
time. The users also preferred our final model when we ask
about texture and geometry specifically. We also observe
improvement on birds as shown in Fig. 7 and Table 3.
Table 1: Quantitative results on PASCAL3D+ Car dataset
[42]. 2D mIOU accuracy predictions and GT, and FID
scores between rendered images from various camera viewpoints and training images are reported. We also provide
a full ablation study, showcasing improvements over each
module. DIB-R [4] uses ground truth camera for their rendering during evaluation for mIOU (shown with *).
Method
DIB-R [4]
CMR [16]
Ours
Ours
Ours
Ours
Ours

Temp.
S
S
S
M
M
M
M

Deform
Linear
Linear
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv

RotC

TexC

✓
✓

✓
✓

mIoU
80.0*
64.0
77.1
76.9
78.0
77.3
77.0

FID
198.0
–
193.7
175.5
171.6
166.8
157.6

Table 2: Human preference evaluation on cars. We report
user preferences to our synthesis using proposed convolutional deformation framework (Our Baseline) and additional proposed losses (Our Final) for three different studies. We ask users to choose the synthesis that had better
texture, geometry and overall textured 3D synthesis.
DIBR vs Our Final
Our Baseline vs Our Final

Texture
54.1%
57.3%

Geometry
66.2%
59.6%

Overall
59.1%
53.5%

Table 3: Quantitative results on CUB dataset [41]. 2D mIoU
accuracy predictions and GT, and FID scores between rendered images from various camera viewpoints and training
images are reported. For DIB-R [4] and CMR [16], we use
mIOU reported in [4] which uses a ground truth camera for
their evaluation (shown with *) while we use a predicted
camera for our mIOU evaluation.
Method
DIB-R [4]
CMR [16]
Ours
Ours
Ours
Ours

Temp.
S
S
S
S
S
S

Deform
Linear
Linear
Conv
Conv
Conv
Conv

RotC

TexC

✓
✓

✓
✓

mIoU
75.7*
73.8*
62.5
62.3
62.9
61.7

FID
76.0
–
76.8
75.8
75.0
70.3

DIB-R

Our Baseline

Our Final

Figure 7: Textured 3D inference on the CUB dataset [41].
DIB-R renderings are consistent when viewed from original camera, but across novel views there are visible inconsistencies. Our baseline has improvements over shapes, but
textures are sometimes not complete. Our proposed losses
improve the shape further and produce realistic texture for
occluded regions. For example, see feathers at the back for
all rendered birds. Our method adds consistent texture for
regions even if they are not visible from the original view.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new 3D inference pipeline,
principally designed to display good view generalization.
We use convolution deformation and show it has controllable and flexible deformation properties and can easily
adapt to a particular choice of source image. We also introduce two novel cycle consistency losses responsible for
our high-fidelity textured 3D model synthesis from a single
2D image. Our losses enable the sharing of texture information and shape appearances for occluded regions. We show
several improvements both qualitatively and quantitatively
compared to the recent SOTA method. We hope our work
will inspire future works to test their textured 3D inferences
for view generalization and depart from 2D mIOU evaluations. Moreover, our overall framework can also apply to
recently proposed unsupervised 3D inferences [9, 22] and
we believe these approaches would largely benefit from our
design choices. Furthermore, because of consistent rendering across views, we believe our method would also be useful for rendering objects [2] into scenes from novel views.
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